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Abramson, Jill
Merchants of truth : the business of facts and the future of news
Applewhite, Ashton
This chair rocks : a manifesto against ageism
Barratt, Nick
The restless kings : Henry II, his sons and the wars for the Plantagenet
crown
Brown, Kate L.
Manual for survival : a Chernobyl guide to the future
Cerulo, Erica
Work wife : the power of female friendship to drive successful businesses
Chandler, Stephanie
The nonfiction book publishing plan : the professional guide to profitable
self-publishing
Chezar, Ariella
Seasonal flower arranging : fill your home with blooms, branches, and
foraged materials all year round
Coates, Ben
The Rhine : following Europe's greatest river from Amsterdam to the Alps
Doto, Bob
Acupressure for beginners: How to release and balance energy flow
Gardner, Charles A,
Dannemora : two escaped killers, three weeks of terror, and the largest
manhunt ever in New York State
Goldstein, Joshua S.
A bright future : how some countries have solved climate change and the
rest can follow
Grisel, Judith
Never enough : the neuroscience and experience of addiction
Gundry, Steven R.
The longevity paradox : how to die young at a ripe old age
Hollis, Rachel
Girl, stop apologizing : a shame-free plan for embracing and achieving your
goals
Horenstein, Henry
Make better pictures : truth, opinions, and practical advice
Hosanagar, Kartik
A human's guide to machine intelligence : how algorithms are shaping our
lives and what we can do to control them
Houston, Pam
Deep Creek : finding hope in the high country
Jones, Doug G.
Bending toward justice : the Birmingham church bombing that changed the
course of civil rights
Kaufman, Michael
The time has come : why men must join the Gender Equality Revolution
Keefe, Patrick Radden Say nothing : a true story of murder and memory in Northern Ireland
Klein-Collins, Rebecca Never too late : the adult student's guide to college
Kunz, Edgar
Tap out: Poems
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Eat to beat disease : the new science of how the body can heal itself
111 museums in New York that you must not miss
Spearhead : an American tank gunner, his enemy, and a collision of lives in
See you in the piazza : new places to discover in Italy
The threat : how the FBI protects America in the age of terror and Trump

McWilliams, Douglas The inequality paradox : how capitalism can work for everyone
Olson, Lynne
Madame Fourcade's secret war : the daring young woman who led France's
largest spy network against Hitler
Parla, Katie
Food of the Italian south : recipes for classic, disappearing, and lost dishes
Paskoff, Barbara
Over-sixty : shades of gray ; a journey through life's later years (on the road
to fossilization
Picard, Liza
Chaucer's people : everyday lives in Medieval England
Quinn, Bob
Grain by grain: A quest to revive ancient wheat, rural jobs and healthy food
Rives, T. M.
Secret New York an unusual guide
Robertson, Cara
The trial of Lizzie Borden : a true story
Ronald, D. A. B.
The life of John André : the Redcoat who turned Benedict Arnold
Rosenberg, Joan I.
90 seconds to a life you love : how to master your difficult feelings to
cultivate lasting confidence, resilience, and authenticity
Rubin, Gretchen
Outer order, inner calm : declutter & organize to make more room for
happiness
Sederer, Lloyd I.
The addiction solution : treating our dependence on opioids and other drugs
Silverstein, Barry
Boomer brands : iconic brands that shaped our childhood
Sykes, Bryan
Once a wolf : the science behind our dogs' astonishing genetic evolution
SYOB, start your own business
Taylor, Barbara Brown Holy envy : finding God in the faith of others
Thompson, Christina Sea people : the puzzle of Polynesia
Warner, Melanie
The magic feather effect : the science of alternative medicine and the
surprising power of belief
Wilson-Lee, Edward The catalogue of shipwrecked books : Christopher Columbus, his son, and
the quest to build the world's greatest library
Zungoli, Nick
Bear Mountain & Harriman State Parks

